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Will communication change radically in the future?

by History PhD Adrian Bratoi, 
Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania

The answer can be only one, and that is “yes”. After almost six

millennia from the beginning of writing in Mesopotamia, we are witnesses to a

revolution in technologies of information and, implicitly, of communication that

would have been unimaginable 100 years ago!

Even  if  the  linguistic  principles  that  are  the  foundation  of

communication  haven't  changed  very  much,  the  technologies  of  writing,

especially,  but also of other means of communication have changed radically.

This fact brought with it a revolution “in waiting” in the system of education.

Like  it  or  not,  the  traditional  school  is  living  its  last  moments,  if  it  hasn't

already died. The famous question of the Russian ideologist Cernyshevsky from

the XIXth century “What should be done?” becomes more topical than ever.

More and more pertinent voices, specialists in scripts of predicting

the future, raise many questions regarding the capacity of national systems of

education to answer the provocations of present world. Most of them consider

that nowadays education doesn't have

“the leaders, the courage or the vision

to reinvent itself.”1

We  notice  the  fact  that

most schools “don't keep up with the

changes on the labour market”2.  The

main people who are guilty of this are

1

J. Cantou, “Provocarile viitorului”,  Polirom Publishing House, Iasi, 2010, p.118
2 Ibidem, p.118
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considered  the  politicians  who  don't  have  the  courage  “to  settle  on  a

curriculum... focused on innovation and prepared for the future.” 3

And at present, just as thousands of years ago, the biggest problem

will  be the transfer of  knowledge from one generation to another, from one

century to another. We are on the brink of the end of an epoch, historically

speaking. Some would even consider it “the end of a world”. All religions speak

of such “transitions” or “endings” of eras. The Mayans, the christians, the Indus

Valley, spoke about signs that match what is happening in our times. In this

context it is hard to define the future of communication, even if it might be by

signs,  spoken  language  or  any  other  way.  Communication,  especially  the

elaborated  one  through  signs,  has  always  belonged  to  an  elite,  to  initiated

people,  to  scholars.  In  all  great  civilizations  they were  creators  of  religious

systems,  “prophets”  or  “emissaries”  of  certain  knowledge.  The  transfer  of

knowledge  to  big  masses  was  achieved  with  difficulty,  most  of  the  time

partially understood or misunderstood. Spreading language to masses, specific

to  our  era,  is

undoubtedly  a  huge

progress,  but,  at  the

same  time,  a  great

danger  of  not

understanding  the

message. In other words, the “technical” way of communicating is not essential,

but our capacity (of receivers) to understand is vital. While some are waiting for

the   “digitalization”  of  writing  to  lead  invariably  to  the  “universal

communication” expected by Leibnitz4 three centuries ago, others consider that

this process influences too little or not at all what is happening in their minds

3 Ibidem, p.118
4 A. Robinson, “Istoria scrisului”, Art Publishing House, Bucharest, 2009, p.2019
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“when they read, write or think”5.

Obviously,  a  holistic  approach  is  much  more  beneficial  for

everybody when we speak about the impact of communication on the evolution

of  human society. We can't imagine a past, a present or a future in the absence

of “communication”. At the same time, we can't help noticing that the present

way of communication, in “pips”6 is starting to produce a real split in different

segments of society between what Alvin Toffler called “the second wave” and

“the  third  wave”7of  communication,  to  which  I  would  add  the  present

generations with “the fourth” and “the fifth wave” that deepen the distance of

understanding between generations.

Therefore, we can envision an uncertain future, hard to know, for

the  development  of  human  society  and  implicitly  of  “communication”.

However, no matter how the end of the era will be, the end of an “epoch” or

“the end of a world”, human race will find its further evolution, in the present

forms or other, and obviously, “communication” will permanently prevail as

main priority in human understanding. 

5 Ibidem, p.214
6 A. Toffler, “Al treilea val”, Political Publishing House, Bucharest, 1981, p.226
7 Ibidem, p.227
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Actions and Consequences in Communication

by Chrys Vrajitoru, 
English teacher, Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania

Actions  always  have  consequences.  There  can  be  positive  or  negative
effects.

When we take action, there are consequences. Things happen. These may
be good or bad for us, and good or bad for other people. While we often focus
on ourselves, the effects on others can be significant. We may also consider
consequences for other people, even those we do not know.

These can be deliberate effects and they may be accidental or later effects.
We often pay closer attention to consequences that happen in the short term,
where there is clear cause and effect between actions and what happens as a
result. Consequences may also happen further out into the future, and perhaps
with less clear causal relationship. When consequences are less clear and more
distant then we may ignore them, which is not always a good idea.

Often, we think 'What will happen if I do?'  'What will happen in the short
term?' and 'What will I gain from this?' By making this unconscious process
conscious, we can make and influence better decisions.
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Communication is a type of action that can impact other people. What we
communicate and how we choose to communicate can have different effects on
a short  term or long term, affecting everything around us,  depending on the
relevance of the message and the way it is perceived.

There  are  some  questions  to  ask  ourselves  before  we  communicate
something: “What will happen if I say this?” “How will this be interpreted?”
“How should I say it better?” “What do I want to obtain by saying it?”

There will always be consequences from what we communicate, because
communication is interaction with the exterior, and it has inevitable effects.

Many times it happens that we can't anticipate correctly the effects of our
actions  /  communication.  We  may  evaluate  and  estimate  improperly  the
consequences of our interaction with the exterior, because we don't  have the
complete information about the exterior (situations, circumstances, what others
think, want, not want or feel). We can't guess perfectly what the consequences
can be, but we can envision a logical effect or sequence of events, according to
what we know from information or experience. 

Estimating consequences approximately is certainly better than not caring
about them in any way.

One thing we must be attentive to is miscommunication. Sometimes people
interpret differently what we want to deliver and this is another undesired effect.
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We must make sure that we make ourselves understood as close to the way we
intend as possible, when we communicate. Sometimes we communicate without
realizing that verbal, non verbal and para-verbal messages can be interpreted at
the same time: facial expressions, gestures, movements, body posture, actions
and reactions, words, tone of voice, decisions, preferences.

Communication relies very much on interpretation. Interpretation is set on
the foundation of each person's mind – and each mind is different. It is very easy
to  send  or  get  the  wrong  message,  the  wrong  impression  or  the  wrong
perspective. Misinterpretations can lead to many unwanted effects.

To  avoid  such  misunderstandings,  one  must  be  aware  of  the  possible
misinterpretations, and make the message as clear as possible. If you see that
your message was not well understood, make the effort of explaining yourself. 

Communication also means listening. When you speak to affirm yourself,
without being attentive to the effects and reactions to what you say, you ignore
the balance of a dialogue and consequences can escalate to conflict because you
disregard the fact that communication is a bridge, not a pedestal and not a one
way street. There must be two directions you have to be attentive to: what goes
from you towards the exterior and what comes from the exterior to you. That
means taking time to listen, taking time to compose a clear message and to reply
with a right response, so that the effects of communication are positive to your
life and the lives of others.

Before you say something, think how you'd feel
if someone said it to you.

Before  you  speak,  remember  you  can't  take
back  what  you  say.  Words  are  like  stones  in  the
water,  they  always  make  ripples  and  have  effects
you can't take back.

Before you speak, consider this: if you can't say
something nice, better not say anything.
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The power of thoughts and words

Gavriluță Gabriela, Chemistry teacher
Școala Profesională Holboca

 For most of us speaking is as easy as breathing. We often express ourselves  without
thinking. We use daily thousands of words to express our thoughts, opinions, judgements and
beliefs. We often don't take into account the positive and negative effects that these words
have upon us and the people around. Words have an extraordinary power. They are energy and
generate a reaction to the listeners. 

The effect of words
Everything you say has an effect. We create

something  with  out  words,  each  time  we  speak,
either something positive or negative. The reaction
that  our  words  produces  returns  to  us,  sometimes
multiplied. 

For example, if I use my words to judge or
criticize  a  person,  that  person will  also  judge me,
probably even more vehemently, because judgement
wil be intensified by anger or hurt  that my words
would  have  provoked.  Instead,  positive  pleasant
words  and  acceptance  can  generate  a  positive
reaction  of  appreciation.  The power  of  words  has

effect upon us and also upon the others around us.  
Another example would be the experiments of Masaru Emoto on water crystals. He

took samples of water and froze it, after sticking written words on the bottles.Then he took
photos of the frozen crystals. The ones from the bottles with positive words were beautiful,
and  harmonious,  but  the  ones  from  the  bottles  with  negative  words  were  chaotic  and
disturbed. The experiments were done in many languages and the results were similar. As we
know, the human body is made of a high percentage of water. If words had such an effect on
water crystals, we can imagine the positive or negative impact they have on our bodies.

The word... the eternal expression of a thought... 
Understanding the power of words is an important 

key of success in life. The word represents an eternal 
thought. Our thoughts have a strong effect on us, even if 
we don't express them. What we think influences the way 
we live our lives, our emotions, attitudes and behavior. An 
expressed thought has a bigger effect. You can never take it 
back: it was spoken and it will have an impact. Our words 
have a bigger power than our thoughts because they affect 
not only us, but also the people around us. 

Successful people control their words anddon't let
the words control them. They are aware of their thoughts,
their  words  and  the  power  they  generate.  In  order  to

attract success, successful people understand that it is necessary to use more positive than
negative  words.  They  are  defined  by  the  words  they  speak.  They  are  aware  of  the
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importance  of  the  words that  build their  self  confidence,  self  esteem,  relationships  and
possibilities.  They  speak  words  of  affirmation,  encouragement,  appreciation,  love  and
acceptance. 

Your words can determine your destiny 
To achieve  personal  success,  we  must  make  sure  that  the  words  we speak  are  in

accordance with what we want to happen in our lives – with our dreams and visions. Your
words can determine your destiny! And more importantly, your words can influence positively
the people you interact with. Before you speak ask yourself: „Will what I say encourage the
listeners?  Will  it  inspire  them,  motivate  them and  determine  them to  go  ahead?  Will  it
dissipate  fear, creating safety and trust? By saying these words will  I create a positive or
negative vibe?”

„We all need to be, to think, to look for a way to exist in a world where there is much
joy, but also much sorrow. The purpose of my entire life was to find a meaning to things”,
says prof. Constantin Dulcan.

Joy is the pleasure of the mind, while happiness goes deeper, to the soul, where we can
speak of  a  happiness  of  the  spirit  and where everything that  we think is  standing on an
energetic foundation. When we think beautiful, positive thoughts, we radiate an aura of lights.
We are made of photons, of light, but we don't see it because the number of particles is small.
When we think of love, compassion, forgiveness, empathy, gratitude, we radiate a positive
energy field. This energy field soaks all our cells. It changes our chemistry. It contributes to
our health, longevity, happiness. On the contrary, the feelings of hostility and hatred generate
a dark energy field. When we hate, envy or become aggressive, we wear a mourning coat. On
the level of our brains there is a chemistry of beneficial or damaging substances. 

Dopamine is responsible for the feeling of happiness. Stress, on the other hand, can
lead to sickness, „it means more than the immediate level of thinking”. The professor says
that an energy field radiated by a human being by words or thoughts can reach the farthest
corner of the universe and by its influence can create energetic imbalance. „When I produce
imbalance to the Universe, by what I say or think, it responds by disasters. It does not depend
on my existence,  but on the contrary,  I  am a product of the universe. As a result,  it  gets
revenge. Imbalances are tough. All the disasters come from them”, explains professor Dulcan.
„We can prolongue our lives according to the way we think. We are the totality of all our
thoughts and emotions. We radiate  around 60.000 thoughts daily.  With every thought we
radiate we plead for life or death, for health or illness.”
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What is bullying in communication?

by Rodica Savlovschi, school counselor, Romania
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 Conclusions about bullying: 

 Is intentional aggressive behavior ;

 Provokes discomfort or pain; 

 Implies an imbalance of power between victim and

aggressor;

 Happens repeatedly; 

Forms of bullying:

 Direct  verbal  aggressions:  offenses,  labeling,  mocking,

humiliating, teasing; 

 Indirect verbal aggressions: rumours, gossip; 

  Direct physical aggressions: repeated hitting, pushing; 

  Indirect physical aggressions: taking or destroying another’s

belongings; 

  Social  exclusion:  eliminating  someone  from  a  group  on

contextual biased criteria; 

  Cyber-bullying: diverse aggressions online; 

  Tricks  /  bad  jokes,  verbal  or  physical  that  are  intended  to

cause the amusement of others by humiliating someone; 

  Direct intimidation: by threats intended to generate fear. 
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What you can do against bullying:

 Tell an adult who can help (parent, teacher) 

 Protect the bullied person, take attitude, face the aggressors! 

 Be friendly to the bullied persons. 

 Tell the aggressors that bullying is not acceptable anymore. 

 Don’t sit there doing nothing, take action to stop it. 

 Remember: what is wrong is wrong anyway, even if everybody is doing it / what 

is right remains right even if nobody is doing it. Do the right thing!

Bibliography:

 Dan Olweus:,,Bullying in schools: facts and intervention” ,2014

 Badea L , Pană N.A:,,Rolul empatiei în dezvoltarea inteligenţei emoţionale a 

liderului”

 Niță, R: Programul anti-bullying – Strategii de gestionare a situațiilor de hărțuire sau 

agresiune între elevi, Academia Aiki Seishin Ryu, București, 2018 

  http://www.telefonulcopilului.ro 

  https://en.wikipedia.org 
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Prejudice, stereotypes, discrimination – obstacles in
communication

by Chrys Vrajitoru, English teacher 
Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania

According to the definition from the dictionary, prejudice is:

 - an unfavorable opinion or feeling formed beforehand or without knowledge,

thought, or reason.

- any preconceived opinion or feeling, either favorable or unfavorable.
-  unreasonable feelings, opinions, or attitudes, especially of a hostile nature,
regarding an ethnic, racial, social, or religious group.

The word is used to refer to preconceived, unfavorable feelings and attitude to-
wards people or  a person because
of their gender identity, sexual ori-
entation,  beliefs,  values,  social
class,  age,  religion,  race/ethnicity,
language, nationality, disability, oc-
cupation,  education,  affiliation  or
other personal characteristics. 
A “stereotype”  is  a  generalization

about a person or group of persons. We develop stereotypes when we are unable
or unwilling to obtain the information we would need to make fair judgments
about people or situations. In the absence of the “total picture,” stereotypes in
many cases allow us to “fill in the blanks.” Our society often creates and perpet-
uates stereotypes, and these stereotypes often lead to unfair discrimination and
persecution when the stereotype is unfavorable.
Stereotyping often results from, and leads to, prejudice and bigotry. For exam-
ple, for many years the movie industry portrayed African-Americans as being
unintelligent, lazy, or impulsive and violent.  As a result of viewing these stereo-
typed pictures of African-Americans, prejudice against African-Americans has
been encouraged. Women and minorities have been victimized by discrimination
in employment, education, and social services. Women and minorities are often
excluded from high positions in the business world or are paid less than they de-
serve for their work. In many parts of the world women are not even allowed to
walk in the street unless accompanied by a man. The evolution of society will al-
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ways be measured by the way it treats women, minorities and the way it accepts
the  concepts  of  equality,
equity and human rights.

Unchecked  preju-
dice and bigotry leads to
discrimination,  violence,
and,  in  extreme  cases,
genocide.  Prejudice  is
spread by the use of pro-
paganda and inflamed by
radical groups. Language
is often used to dehuman-
ize  members  of  certain
groups of people, and this
dehumanization is  a pre-
cursor of discrimination, isolation, and violence. 

Genocide is the ultimate expression of hatred and violence against a group
of people. A person or a group can become the target of prejudice, discrimina-
tion, persecution and violence, leading to extreme manifestations such as beat-
ings and murder. There have been and still  are  many victims of such hatred
based only on prejudice. 

Racism, xenophobia, misogyny have been the most common forms of prej-
udice for many centuries.

Historical  examples  of  institutional  racism include  the  Holocaust,  the
apartheid regime in South Africa, slavery and segregation in the United States,
and slavery in Latin America. Racism was also an aspect of the social organiza-
tion of many colonial states and empires. The segregation implied separating
white race people from African-Americans in medical care, schools, universities,

military  and  even  transporta-
tion. Segregation was abolished
by the Civil Rights Act in 1964,
but  prejudice  and  discrimina-
tion  continued on the  level  of
the population and are still very
much present in nowadays soci-
ety.  It  is  hard  to  understand
why  groups  such  as  the  Ku-
Klux-Klan,  equivalent  to  the
Medieval  Inquisition,  ever  ex-

isted, but they were results of prejudice, ignorance and the need for power over
others and there are still such groups, for example the White Nationalists, which
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shows that prejudice is still a widespread phenomenon, maybe a bad habit of hu-
man ignorance, as opposed to evolution. 

In Romania there is generally prejudice,  disregard and hostility towards
gypsies because many of them are known to steal, avoid work, refuse education
and behave deceitfully. However, people should not generalize and treat every
person according to their personality, not according to their ethnicity. Not all
gypsies are the same: in Holboca community there are gypsies who live in the
rural area and do agricultural work. In Scoala Profesionala Holboca we have in-
tegrated students who finish their education and find a place in society. A few of
them have abandoned school too early, but for a small number who are not suc-
cessful there are also many others who are and who have good results at school
and behave decently in society. There's no reason to judge a person just because
others may do wrong. As teachers, we must encourage everyone to progress and
we must give example of an unprejudiced attitude. 

Another form of discrimination has become the easiest in recent years: on-
line hostility.

The internet allows people to manifest negative opinions and to express ha-
tred very easily, hiding behind a computer. It often happens that people show
their hatred and anger directed at other people they absolutely don't know, and
this occurs only because they disagree with something the other person says,
thinks or is. It is yet unexplained why so many people become negative towards
others so easily, why their disapproval or disagreement of an opinion or a cate-
gory of persons can escalate to rage, hatred and evil. Could it be that evil comes
from fear of the unknown and the need to dominate, to have power? Could it be
that the instinct to like people who are similar also makes some persons not only
dislike, but hate others who are different from them? This is a subject everyone
should think about. New generations should understand the general concepts of
stereotypes, scapegoats, prejudices, and discrimination  in a manner which will
enable them to avoid and to condemn such behavior which is inappropriate in a
modern, pluralistic society. The notion of diversity should be accepted, under-
stood and promoted as a part of nature, as an advantage of evolution. 
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Prejudice, stereotypes and discrimination are obstacles in communication
because they represent a distorted perception of reality, an unfair narrow view
that has negative consequences in society and for human interaction at any level.

Prejudice against minorities is fought by groups of activists or official orga-
nizations,  spreading awareness about human and civil  rights,  LGBTQ rights,
women rights, child protection and basically the rights of anybody who lives on
the planet.

UNESCO is one of the major organizations that has been fighting for edu-
cation. In Europe, the European Commission has been promoting acceptance,
tolerance, education and progress through the Lifelong Learning programmes.
One of the main priorities of Erasmus+ is to create a better world by educating
new generations in the spirit of cooperation, acceptance, diversity, inclusion and
evolution.

As long as there are enough people who understand the importance of ac-
cepting diversity, there is hope for a better world.

"No one is born hating another person because of the color of his skin, or
his background, or his religion. People must learn to hate, and if they can learn
to hate, they can be taught to love, for love comes more naturally to the human
heart  than  its  opposite."
- Nelson Mandela
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Disastrous consequences of negative behavior 

by student Adam George Cristian, 8th grade
and teacher of Geography Asiminei Cătălina-Mirela

Școala Profesională Holboca
Pollution:

 - Pollution is one of the negative effects on Earth caused by the human race. 
   -  Pollution represents  the  contamination  of  the  environment  with  materials  that

damage health, the quality of life or the natural functioning of the ecosystems (living
beings and their habitat).  Even if  sometimes the pollution of the environment is a
result of natural causes, such as volcanic eruptions, most of the polluting substances
are produced by human activities.  

   -  Categories  of  pollution:  physical  pollution (including photonic  and radioactive
pollution),  chemical  pollution  (produced  by  substances  that  contaminate  the
environment  in  forms  of  gases,  liquids  and  solid  particles),  biological  pollution
(organic rotting substances, pathogen agents etc). 

     
Genocide:

 - Genocide (term created in1944 by the Polish Rafael Lemkin to define the practice of
deliberate extermination of nations or of a national community or ethnic,  racial  or
religious groups, which is a crime against humanity.

   -  The  general  meeting  of  the  United  Nations  Organization,  in  December  1946,
declared that genocide is a crime that the civilized world condemns.

   - Genocide can be:
   a) killing the members of a group;
   b)  damaging  the  physical  or  mental
integrity of the members of a group;
   c)  deliberately  submitting  a  group  to
conditions  that  cause  partial  or  total
physical damage ;
   d)  measures  that  impose  reducing the
natality within a group;
   e) forced transfer of children from one group to another
       
Starvation:
  - Starvation is a phenomenon where a great part of the population of a region is starved to
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death. There are still countries in the world where starvation is a cause of many deaths. 
  -  Starvation   is associated with weather conditions that affect the crops, with epidemics,
floods, wars or genocide.

    
War:

 - The war is a military conflict, short or long, between two or more groups, social
categories or states, for financial, ethnic, territorial, economic or political purposes. 

            -Civil  war is a battle
between political groups that have
different  orientations  within  the
same state. 
            -War of independence is a
military  conflict  of  creating  an
independent state. 
            -Cold war is a tension in
international  relations,  provoked by
the  hostility  of  some  states
towards  the  others,  that  doesn't
become an open armed conflict. 
            -Psychological war is a state of tension, nervous, psychic harassment, initiated and
sustained with the purpose of destroying the mental resistance of the opponent population.
     

”We trample daily on the earth that feeds us” - Valeriu Butulescu
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The educational potential of communication

by Gianina Haciu, Primary school teacher
Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania

People communicate to free themselves of the tension, to find themselves, but also to

enter another world, in a space that they can shape according to their nature.

People constantly feel the imperious need to inform, to make themselves known to

someone else and this happens because of their inner structure; people are not content with

just gathering information, or defining a notion or concept. They keep looking for innovation

and keep exploring the unknown. Human beings transform information into verbal actions,

projecting them into an audio space, generalizing and making them abstract. The sequence of

words that are spoken to another person become language, interactive communication. The

act of speaking implies effort and courage at any age. Speaking must offer the joy of living by

aesthetic, moral, social and spiritual fulfillment.

Since  we manipulate  children's  thinking anyway,  we should  set  on  an  intelligent

influence and planning. In the reforms of education it was intended to include learning to

communicate in schools. The education of the mind implies first the education of speech. The

child must learn to speak not only to be able to express thoughts, but also to be able to control

them. 

Education for an efficient communication has as fundamental purpose preparing the

young  generations  for  social  life,  for  the  challenges  of  the  modern  world,  the  flood  of

information, the artistic languages, the dialogue for peaceful coexistence, starting from “to

be”  and  “to  have”  and  reaching  “to  become”,  building  the  way  from  education  to  self

education. 

The fundamental way of achieving the  educational process is language – the problem

of language development is no longer present after childhood and middle school.
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When  we  speak  about  the  role  of  language,  we  often  mention  information,

knowledge,  but  not  the  encoding  and  decoding  through  language,  the  way  information

circulate through speech.

Insisting on direct communication in the absence of knowledge leads to incomplete

personalities and partial results in people's development. The development of communication

is one of the main objectives of education. 

Acquiring  the  instruments  for  articulating  messages  is  a  primary  objective

consisting in:

learning to speak correctly

learning basic vocabulary, reading and writing

becoming familiar with the rules of dialogue, basic intellectual skills

Increasing the capacity of active accumulation of messages is expressed by:

understanding  linguistic  languages;  deciphering  the  specific  notions  in  a  context;

interdisciplinary approach of concepts; analysis of situations and phenomena; stimulating the

possibilities  of  formulating  problems;  noticing  the  main  aspects  of  certain  situations;

describing  the  moments  of  an  action;  comparing  the  objects  and  phenomena;  drawing

conclusions;  discovering  adequate  situations;  valuing  results  in  new  contexts;  exercising

learning with others; learning foreign languages.

Emphasizing the idea of complete  communication,  we imply not  only the simple

transmission of information by a monologue of the sender, but also the reply of the receiver,

who can also send information starting from the complete decoding of the message, using all

possible references (verbal and non-verbal) of that context. Performances begin from “the art

of speaking” and “the art of being silent” or “the art of taking action”.
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On the way to learning “the art of expression and reception” the human being

will  be able to:  express ideas and feelings without  obstructions  generated by involuntary

inhibitions; master an adequate vocabulary; build a sentence rigorously; describe a situation

coherently and in a personal manner; manage the techniques of dialogue; acquire analytical

skills specific to oral communication; develop a given subject; avoiding verbal mistakes; ask

questions  efficiently;  draw  conclusions  from  a  conversation;  master  the  language  levels

(grammar, semantics, phonology); make plans for written studies; use synonyms, antonyms

and other lexical groups in different contexts; select information from mass media according

to value;  manifest interest for the beauty of art and nature; create new ways of expression;

combine creatively the possibilities of expression.

The affective  relational  quality  of  communication is  expressed by the  art  of

listening, of understanding others. This means that the individual must:

 initiate  a  conversation;  decipher  the  other's  expectation;  establish  relations

between what is expected and  what is needed to be known; have an interesting conversation;

manifest  flexibility  in  approaching  the  subjects;  know  the  appropriate  ways  to  express

compliments  or  make  invitations;  react  adequately  to  critique;  detect  hidden  meanings;

understand the essence of the message; actively listen to the other; consider the other a partner

of  communication;  transform conflictual  situations  in  dialogue;  appreciate  the  contrasting

arguments; differentiate the possibility to “listen” and “hear”; have a civilized behavior.

Interpersonal communication starts by communication with oneself. The others

are a “mirror”, if you know how to look at it, by looking first at yourself, so that you

can:

3. identify your own thoughts; clarify and express your feelings; choose between

right and wrong, good or bad; motivate your own actions; prove self control; control your face

expressions, gestures, posture, walking; transmit what you think; express artistic thoughts and

feelings.

The wish to communicate and know is stimulated by the child's life experience that

takes shape when he starts going to school. After he got the information and memorized it, the

child needs to express it, to prove to himself that he can dialogue and communicate with the

others to acquire confidence and certainty. 

The power of the words give courage, express ideas,  look for answers in the big

volume of knowledge. The language becomes an instrument of affirmation and confirmation
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of  intellectual  activity,  an  instrument  of  artistic  construction  that  allows  imagination  to

express itself originally. 

Inciting children to creation, to making sentences, essays, short texts, we give them

the chance to live and express feelings, emotions, stimulating their need for activity and their

self  confidence.  The child,  even from 1st grade,  must  be encouraged to write  short  texts,

following images from books or short compositions. Children will discover that the words

represent a valuable way of expression and that they can convey thoughts and feelings. 

Early stimulation of  the wish to  communicate  – from the  moment they enter  the

school – increases as children grow, and will be reflected in the richness of their language and

on their personality.  Vocabulary exercises will contribute to developing the children's skills of

writing and speaking. 

Communication lessons make the most of children's creative possibilities. Here we

can measure the power of using the vocabulary during reading lessons, of grammar notions

seen in compositions,  where correct and precise  use of language must be correlated with

ideas, thoughts and life experience.  We always encourage young pupils to develop creative

thinking.

Helping the children speak correctly in their native language and understand others

means doing a service to the individual as well as to society.

Therefore,  in  schools  in  general,  but  especially  in  primary  schools,  developing

communication skills must be one of teacher's main objectives. 
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Aspects of virtual communication

 by Chrys Vrăjitoru, English teacher 
Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania

Virtual  communication  is  the  communication  that  is  achieved  by  email,  mobile
telephone, social network, online platforms etc. for personal, social or educational  reasons. 

Nowadays,  virtual  communication  has  expanded  on  a  global  level.  Even  in  the
countries where technology is less developed, people have mobile phones and internet access,
so the most isolated places are actually connected to the rest of the world. 

There are many advantages of virtual communication: 

- instantaneous, rapid communication, in any place on the planet 

- the connection to the world, belonging to international community 

- the possibility to see places and people that are otherwise inaccessible

- the unlimited access to information 
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- distant learning / education 

- the possibility to make friends at a distance 

Virtual communication has also disadvantages: 

- the danger of exposing personal data to people with negative intentions

- the danger of exposing minors to people with bad intentions 

- the possibility of deceit, fraud, misinformation 

- negative communication, arguing online with people we don't really know 

- excessive comparison with other people's lives, getting depressed or feeling inferior
for watching social media where others people's posts appear as better aspects of their lives 

-  getting  distant  from people  by  replacing  personal  relationships  with  virtual
connections 

- reduced capacity to focus or be attentive, also reduced patience, imagination
and creativity 

Replacing face-to-face communication with virtual communication is a big change in
human interaction. Virtual communication has advantages and positive aspects, but we must
be aware that it also has disadvantages and negative effects. Emoticons or images containing
messages cannot replace direct contact with people. 

The social context is represented by social presence, and it refers to an environment of
communication that allows a member of the group to feel the presence of other members of
the group and the feeling that the group enjoys involvement in interaction. Social presence is
associated  with  the  environment  of  communication,  it  is  a  feature  of  channels  of
communication  that  provide  rich  information.  The  verbal  clues,  facial  expressions,  eye
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contact, posture, gestures, physical proximity, these details can modify the relevance and the
content  of  the  message.  It  was  noted  that  the  absence  of  social  contextual  clues  in
communication  by  computers  leads  to  a  negative  tone,  reduced  assertiveness  and
depersonalization. 

Young people and children are more and more captivated by computer games.  The
colours, the visual effects and rapid movements fascinate them and keep them dependent of
watching the screen, dismissing direct relations with others and activities in immediate reality.

The nonverbal language is of great importance in communication because of the wide
variety of emotions it can provide. In face-to-face communication there are additional details
that virtual communication cannot provide. 

As a conclusion, virtual communication is a great advantage for overcoming distance,
and access to  information,  but  we must  be aware of its  possible  negative effects  and we
mustn't replace completely personal communication with a virtual one. 
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"COMMUNICATION AS THE CRUCIAL STEP

TO A BETTER SOCIETY AND BETTER WORLD”

By Weronika Rosowska, teacher, Poland

When asked what is the key to a happy marriage, efficient teamwork, positive parenting

or  successful  sales  closure,  most  of  us  would  reply:  communication.  It  leads  to  mutual

understanding  and  overall  happiness;  without  it  any  message  can  turn  into  error  and

frustration.  Good  communicators  make  communication  look  easy.  Yet,  this  very  simple

concept isn’t at all easy to achieve. 

What hides behind the magic world ‘communication’?

The concept of communication accommodates multiple aspects but they all emerge from

respect. Respect means regard for feelings, wishes and especially, rights of the other party. 

It is thanks to this requirement that we can build a safe space leading to mutual trust: I

take your feelings/ situation into account and I believe that you’ll do the same. 

Respect obliges both parties to refuse to intimidate or manipulate which opens door to

honest and truthful conversations. On the other hand, it makes it easier to give ourselves the

benefit  of  the  doubt,  thanks to  which  our  ideas  can  grow and  take  the  right  direction.   

Finally, respect fosters understanding which is the condition sine qua non for communication

to work. Out of respect, we first try to understand and only then to be understood, we refrain

ourselves from jumping into conclusions,  taking things for granted or making unintended

assumptions. 

Easier said than done but the hard work pays off. If we manage to achieve the above,

we’ll  bring the relation,  whatever the kind,  to the next step called cooperation and that’s

where we can start seeing the actual effects and positive outcomes. 

Why sometimes it is so hard to communicate?

Communication requires taking ownership of our own feelings and expressing them out
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loud. 

This makes us feel vulnerable which, in XXIst century, is one of the scariest visions of

many individuals. 

Another reason lies within something that accompanies us every day - emotions. They

especially come with the most crucial or complex conversations and simply make us lose

sight of all theory we’ve learned about effective communication techniques. On the spot, we

forget about listening, adjusting our voice, the benefit of doubt; they stop us from being clear

and  concise  with  our  words .  

Same goes with assumptions- they’re another factor that’s so hard tame. In today’s world,

where  we  receive  hundreds  of  messages,  emails,  advertisement  notifications,  we  quickly

judge which information is useful. We no longer have time to reflect on certain aspects and

this  may  lead  us  to  assuming  some  things,  even  though  they  were  never  intended.  

Long story short, the obstacles are many and we encounter them every day. On the other hand,

if the communication is indeed key to so many relations or successes we wish for, it is worth

to see how we can overcome them step by step. 

Why communication is worth fighting for?

It fosters learning 

World is such a colorful and diverse place; if we stick to opinions and knowledge we already

have,  we don’t  broaden our  visions  and stops  from growing as  a  person,  society  or  e.g.

business.  It  is through communicating with others that we can understand someone else’s

perspective, background, capt bigger concepts and, as result, fully appreciate the surrounding

diversity. 

It helps us to inspire others

By communicating with others, we can inspire great ideas that lead to a better tomorrow. Just

like we can learn something from others, our peers, partners or stakeholders, we may give

back to the community and act as a role model or coach for someone else, often without even

realizing it. 

It breaks down barriers

How many times has a situation looked really bad, there was an argument but once you’ve

discussed it, everything was eventually ok? Communication works magic, it is an antonym of

violence and misunderstanding. What’s better, efficient communication can spread and have
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positive effect on small social groups like families and on big ones, like whole nations or

international  organizations .  

It fosters change 

From introducing a new idea to inspiring and motivating others, the good change starts with

the  right  message.  Communication,  conversation  and  understanding  was  what  started

countless positive breakthrough moments in history, changes we can benefit from till this day.

Apart from the ones we can find in history books, communication can lead to small changes

every-day: small steps that matter. 
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COMMUNICATION IN THE CLASSROOM

by Spiridon Elena Ramona, English teacher,

Scoala Profesionala Holboca, Romania

When learning foreign languages, one of the most important things to analyze is the
communication that takes place in the classroom. Observations of various classes show that
teachers are the ones who do most of the talking, from half to almost three quarters of the
class’ time. This is due to the fact that the teacher has to structure the information that students
should receive, to give instructions of what they should do, to solicit answers from them and
also to provide feedback. The students’ main role is to respond when the educator asks them
to do it. However, the teacher uses communication not only to spread knowledge to learners,
but also to control their behavior. 

Given the fact that so much talking is done by the
educators, it  is their responsibility to analyze and
structure  the  way  they  communicate  to  students.
This implies a very complex process in which the
teacher has to pay attention to a lot of things that
take  place  in  the  classroom.  First  of  all,  the
instructions they give to students has to be as clear
as  possible.  Some  researchers  in  the  educational
domain state that it is vital to provide students with
short commands because too much explaining can
be  confusing  for  them.  So,  this  kind  of
communication, from teacher to students, has to be

to the point  and undersized.  Nevertheless,  no matter how simple the information that the
educator  transmits  is,  the  essential  rule  of  communication  is  for  the  teacher  to  offer
comprehensible input. Efficient talking is when the provider sends out information that the
receiver  understands  and  is  capable  of  responding  to  it  appropriately.  If  learners  do  not
understand what the teacher explains or what s/he asks them to do, then they cannot fulfill
their tasks. Furthermore, they become anxious or they lose interest in the lesson or even in the
subject itself. In order for the educator to know whether students understand the input or not,
the teacher has to use some strategies that have the role to detect learner’s comprehension.
Such approach consists of repetition (students have to repeat the instruction or information,
using their own words) and questions for comprehension check.

The activities in the classroom may be done individually, in pairs or in group. Due to
this fact, it is possible for some students who work in pairs or in groups to not understand
what they are communicated. Therefore, they are trapped and do not know what they have to
do  in  order  to  complete  their  tasks.  The  communication  from  teacher  to  student  breaks
somewhere, the message becoming incomprehensible. The solution to this problem would be
for the teacher to give the instruction one more time, using the same or other words, or to ask
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for the other students to explain it. Understanding what the teacher says or what learners are
asked to do is essential in acquiring or learning a foreign language. If the communication is
not conducted properly, meaning that the message the provider sends is not the same with the
one that the receiver gets, then there is definitely a communication problem that has to be
sorted out. Whenever such things happen  in the classroom, the language frustration appears
on both sides, the one of the teacher and the one of the student. 

The main reason for students to teach a foreign language is to use it as meaningful and
effective as possible inside and outside the classroom. Therefore, it is important to investigate
the students’ willingness to communicate in English whenever they are given the chance to do
it and also to understand the way personality traits affect learners’ oral communication. The
notion  of  “willingness  to  communicate”  consists  of  communicative,  psychological  and
linguistic variables that allow the student to engage into a discourse at a specific time and
with certain people using the foreign language. There is a great difference in the degree to
which people communicate.  In a classroom, there are learners who hardly ever speak and
others who cannot be stopped from talking. The variation in the amount of classroom talking
is  influenced  by  many  factors,  some  of  which  I  have  already  mentioned,  such  as  the
communication apprehension and other issues related to personality. Shyness and introversion
may also influence the desire to communicate. 

Willingness  to  communicate  indicates  the  student’s  will  in  starting  or  avoiding
communication. This means that if a learner constantly initiates communication, then he/she
is  highly  willing  to  communicate.  Extroversion  is  usually  positively  associated  with
willingness to communicate, while introversion is negatively associated with it. Nevertheless,
the desire to speak may also be linked to a person’s communication experience and even the
culture  in  which  the  individual  lives.  It  is  possible  for  a  student  who  talks  a  lot  in  the
classroom to be also very talkative at home or at the playground. However, it may also happen
for a learner who talks very much with his friends to not be so willing to communicate in the
classroom, and this usually happens when previous classroom experiences were perceived as
unsuccessful by the student.

Typically, an introverted learner does not speak too much in the classroom. This does
not mean that such a student is not capable of performing in English or of emitting good
ideas. It is just that he/she does not feel comfortable expressing aloud the inner thoughts and
feelings in front of so many people,  especially in front of the teacher,  who represents an
authoritarian figure. There is also the chance, due to certain traumatic experiences with the
other students, for the introvert  to refuse the verbal interaction or even any other kind of
contact with his/ her peers. 

Students become more willing to communicate in certain circumstances that present
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significant and direct effects on their desire to interact verbally. Such variables that exist in
terms of their situational and enduring influences on the disposition to relate orally to others
are best described in the following model that belongs to MacIntyre et al.:

The heuristic model of variables influencing WTC (MacIntyre et al., 1998, p. 547)

There  are  specific  situations  in  the  classroom  when  the  introverted  student  acts
differently when it comes to communication. It is known the fact that such students prefer pair
work  instead  of  large  groups.  The  dyadic  communication,  as  it  is  called,  involves  two
participants in a conversation, meaning two students or a student and the teacher. Such an
interaction is definitely less threatening for the introverted learner and less demanding. Such
contexts do determine the introvert to be more willing to communicate.

Communication in small-groups, usually formed of 3 to 5 students, becomes more
challenging. Such a division of the classroom provides more opportunities for learners to
express themselves on a given topic than in general class discussion. However, there is always
the risk in such situations for the introverted student to not say anything not because he/she is
unwilling to communicate, but because he/she is not given the chance to speak out their mind.
This  happens  when  the  group  mostly  consists  of  extroverted  students,  who  always  have
something to say and who tend to start speaking before thinking too much about the matter in
question, not allowing the introvert to intervene in the conversation.

Large group communication usually refers to groups that are formed of more than 5
students,  sometimes comprising  even the  whole class.  In such context,  the willingness  to
communicate for the introverted learner drops significantly. The teacher may put special effort
to encourage the introverts to participate, but the result may still be a negative one. Such
situations make the introverted student feel uncomfortable and they may actually reduce the
learning in the classroom. 

Nevertheless, the most stressful communication situation for an introverted learner is
the public speaking, as it requires for a single person to speak in front of a group. Actually,
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very few people  are willing to  communicate in these circumstances,  even the extroverted
ones,  due  to  the  amount  of  pressure  that  such  contexts  create.  Public  speaking  in  the
classroom involves  for  the  student  to  deliver  orally  a  book report,  a  science  project,  the
description of a current event and so on. The burden for the introverts may be so great that the
decision  of  skipping class  or  of  pretending  to  be ill  becomes one  option to  escape such
challenging situations.

The more introverted the learner is, the more unwilling to communicate he/she will
feel. Such students prefer to work alone and they do not care for the evaluation of others.
They  will  communicate  only  if  they feel  comfortable  enough or  only  if  they know their
thoughts are attentively listened to. The degree of their willingness to communicate is also
closely related to the type of motivation they are driven.
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The importance of warm-up

By Iwona Mrzygłód 

English teacher, Poland

What is a warm-up activity? The Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English defines it

as “a set  of gentle  exercises  you do to  prepare your  body for  dancing,  sport,  etc.”  or  “a

practice before a performance”. As the definitions suggest, these specific activities have much

in common with sport as, theoretically, they are also meant to train the learner’s body and

mind for the lesson and acquisition or consolidation of vocabulary. Just as with sports warm-

up, vocabulary warm-up can help the student to release adrenaline and enables oxygen in

blood to travel with better speed which makes the learners more ready to act and sustain their

attention for a longer period of time.  Generally, warm-up activity is a short, lasting up to 7

minutes, game, role play or work in pair concerned with topic and vocabulary at hand. 

According to Dornyei (2001), teachers need to try and actively generate positive students’

attitudes toward learning and communicating with each others. He also claims that the key

issue in generating interest is to widen the student’s appetite, to arouse the learners curiosity

and attention and to create an attractive image for the class so that they will get more involved

with it and a better learning process will take place.

Kay (1995) describes warm-up as the one of the stages of a lesson plan. According to Kay

warm-up “It is an effective way to help the students begin to think in English and to review

previously introduced material. Different types of warm ups help provide variety and interest

in the lesson”. A warm up to prepare learners for a  period of concentration may involve

physical movement with activities that keep them active by standing up, walking, jumping,

matching pictures with sentences or  vocabulary, drawing or writing personal experiences or

stories, and singing or listening to familiar songs and chants.  Warm-up activities can help

teacher to pre-teach vocabulary to some written text or can serve as vocabulary consolidating

activity. 

In his work Dornyei (2001) states that there are some specific aspects related to warm up 

activities which could make learning more interesting
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 Breaking the monotony: the importance of the “motivational flow” when talking about the

general rhythm and sequence of events in class and suggests starting it with a warmer,

which can be a short stimulating game to set the tone.

 Making the tasks more interesting: that humans are able to produce concentrated effort if

they want to. Generating this interest involves a set of characteristics. Most of them can be

adaptable; thus, they become challenging for students since they have interesting content,

novelty, and intriguing, exotic, fantasy and personal elements; they stimulate competition

and humor.

 Increasing the involvement of the students: it is important to make students active partici-

pants and suggests selecting tasks which require mental or bodily involvement of each

participant and creating specific rules and personalized assignments for everybody.

Warm Up Activities For English Classes

20 Questions 

One person thinks of an object (person, place, or thing). Everyone takes turns asking yes/no

questions until someone can guess correctly (or until 20 questions are asked). The difficult

part is that you cannot ask "wh" questions! Example: PINEAPPLE. Does it talk? No. Does it

make life easier? No. Do you eat it? Yes. Is it something you would eat for dinner? No. etc. If

someone makes a mistake in forming the question, other student can help turn it into a proper

question.

Can't Say Yes or No

In this game everyone is given a certain number of coins or squares of paper (about 10).  Ev-

eryone  moves  around  the  room  starting  conversations  and  asking  each  other  questions.

The only rule is that you cannot say the words YES or NO. If you accidentally say one of

these words, you have to give a coin or square to the person who you said it to. Try to trick

each other by asking questions that you would almost always answer with a yes or no. Think

of other ways to trick your friends. Sometimes asking two quick questions in a row works

well. (Especially tag questions: Are you new here? This is your first time in England, isn't it?).

This game is a great way to practice using small talk and to add variety to your vocabulary. It

also makes everyone laugh.

Fact or Fiction
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In this game, one person tells a short story about themselves or someone they know or heard

about.  Usually  it  is  something  funny  or  crazy.  It  can  be  a  true  story,  or  something

made up. Example: Josh tells a story about his Uncle Leo who sleeps in the nude. One day

Uncle Leo was sleepwalking and he went outside and took his dog for a walk. The next door

neighbour was coming home late from work and saw him! She called the police and he got ar -

rested for being naked in public. Everyone around the room has to say whether they think

Josh's  story is  fact  (true) or fiction (made up).  Josh reveals the truth when everyone has

guessed. Students can take turns telling a story.

Chain Fairytale

This is a fun writing warm-up. Everyone has a piece of paper and writes the first sentence or

two to start a fairytale (not one that already exists).  Example:  Once upon a time there was a

frog that had no legs. He wanted to get married, but there were no female legless frogs in the

land. After one minute the teacher will say "SWITCH". At this time the writers have to put

down their pens and pass the papers. They cannot finish their sentences. Then, the next writers

will continue the story. After about ten minutes you will have as many silly stories to read as

you have students. The teacher should warn the writers that they will soon have to wrap-up

the story during the last two minutes so that each story has a conclusion. Read all of the sto-

ries out loud for a good laugh. You can extend this activity by trying to edit each other's writ-

ing and spelling errors.

Draw the Picture

In this activity students split up into pairs or small groups. One person looks at a scene from a

magazine or book (the teacher should cut out enough pictures, or bring in enough magazines

for the class). The other person has a pencil and a blank piece of paper. The person with the

picture will try to describe everything he sees to the drawer. This is good practice for using

prepositions of place. When the describer is finished, compare the drawings to the real thing!

Whose is the closest to the original?

Categories

For this game, one person thinks of a category, such as MOVIES. In a circle, everyone must

take a turn thinking of a Movie title (in English of course). If someone takes too long to give

an answer (the teacher should count to five) then that person is out and a new category begins.

If someone gives an answer that doesn't make sense or is incorrect, he is also out of the game.
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For example, if the category is VEGETABLES and someone says "banana" that person is out.

The game continues until only one person is left!

Who am I?

In this game, the teacher prepares cards with famous people's names on them. The teacher

tapes one card on the back of each member. Then everyone pretends they are at a party and

asks each other questions to find out their own identities. When someone guesses their own

name correctly, the name-tag gets taped to their front and they continue to chat with the party

guests until everyone is wearing the nametag on the front.

Jeopardy

In this game, which is based on the famous game show Jeopardy, everyone writes down ten

answers  to  questions  about  themselves.  After  writing  down  the  answers,  people  have

to form pairs or small groups and try to find out what the questions are.  Example: (answer=

purple) "What is your favorite colour?" "Blue." "What colour do you hate?" "Green." "What

colour is your underwear?" "Purple!" You can stop at three guesses if you want, or keep going

until someone in the class can guess the question. 

Hot Seat

In this game, the class is split up into two teams. One member from each team sits facing the

group. The teacher holds up a word (or writes it on the board if you are in a classroom) for all

of the team members to see except for the two players in the hot seats. The teams must try to

get the person in the hot seat to guess the word or phrase. The first person to guess correctly

gets to stand up and a new member from their team takes the hot seat. The person on the other

team has to remain in the hot seat until she gets an answer first. You can keep score or just

play for fun. This game can also be played in pairs. One pair member closes their eyes while

the teacher shows the word to the other pair members. The first pair to get the word right gets

a point. Warning! This is a loud game because people tend to get excited and yell!

Broken Telephone

This is a listening and pronunciation activity that always gets people laughing. The teacher

first must think of a sentence or phrase and whisper it to the person beside her. That person

will then whisper what she heard to the next person. Each person can only say, "Can you

please repeat that?" one time. When the message reaches the end of the chain that person must

speak out loud. Oftentimes the message will be completely different when it reaches the end.

Try to find out where the chain broke! In a big group you can send the message two ways and
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find out which team comes closest to the real message. (A famous example is the army mes-

sage that started as "Send reinforcements, we're going to advance" and ended as "Send three

and four pence, we're going to a dance.")

Teaching implications

Some  important  aspects  should  be  considered  for  the  warm-ups  usage  in  the

classroom. To achieve the best effect, the teachers should remember that the warm-up activity

takes  little  time  –  no  longer  than  7  minutes.  When  the  warm-up  extends,  it  loses  its

attractiveness, freshness, unpredictability and what is more, after fifteen minutes it can lose its

value as the students have less time to acquire the new material.

It is also important to point out, that no matter how simple warm-ups can be, they

should be well prepared. Therefore warm-ups should be short, related to the topic, useful to

continue later activities, interesting, and enjoyable and by doing this, the teachers can prepare

students to concentrate and focus on the English lesson. Well-prepared, effective warm-ups

offer more towards the lesson than just a bit of fun.

Another  issue  worth  mentioning  is  clarification  of  the  warm-up  activity  rules,

particularly if there is competition being performed.

A good idea will be to choose a warm-up that will set the appropriate tone.  If the

main part of the lesson is not difficult for the students, the teachers can chose a challenging

warm-up activity which cause enthusiasm and competitiveness therefore the rest of the lesson

will be pleasant and will increase students’ reliance. On the other hand, if the planned material

is not easy or completely new, the teachers should start lesson with a fun or even silly warm-

ups in order to relax students. 

The crucial thing is involving whole class in this activity, therefore it is advisable to

make  warm-ups  mainly  group  or  pair  work.  This  is  due  to  the  fact  that  students  doing

exercises in pairs or groups get more “talking time” turns and they benefit from using the

English  language.  Team,  group or  pair  warm-up activities  help students  to  feel  as  a  one

community  and solidarity  with  other  classmates.  The  students  enjoy  the  feeling  of  being

connected to one another as well as united in a common purpose. When the teachers make

warm-up activity group or pair work the students are not only active but also use words to be

practiced as well as those which simply help the communication. Where the class is big, rotate

warm-ups teams or pairs often help students to know one another and if there are subgroups,
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warm-up activities can help to work with partners from another subgroup. 

It is also important to mention that warm-ups build relationship between the students

and the teacher and reassure students that the classroom is a friendly place.

A good idea will be to involve students in preparing the warm-ups. They can choose

the warm-ups which they are fond off and have a chance to take teacher’s position. 

Lastly, one has to remember that the warm-ups do not have to be an element of every English

lesson. This would possibly lead to boredom of the students and the teachers’ exhaustion of

ideas. A good idea is to do the warm-up once a week or every fortnight. These activities

provide  the  English  lessons  with  a  breath  of  a  fresh  air  and  therefore  should  be

applied in moderation not to make it too common.
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GRAMMAR IN COMMUNICATION

THE IMPORTANCE OF TEACHING GRAMMAR

By Anna Skop, teacher, 

Poland

During  the  course  of  learning  a  foreign  language,  we  are  often  provided  with

complicated rules that we have to learn by heart. There is no alternative but to memorize and

thoughtlessly recite English chunks, as some students claim. Unfortunately, in most cases we

find ourselves unable to act  it  out in real-life  situations.  Making the matter worse,  in the

majority of cases grammar is perceived as a collection of arbitrary rules about static structures

in the language. Frequently we find ourselves immune to many kinds of patterns and grammar

generalizations we have to learn. English tenses or conditionals are abstract to many Polish

learners. They perceive it so for one general reason; namely because of different contexts of

usage of  tenses, conditional structures and reported speech.

Our language is a type of rule-governed behavior. We can think of grammar as a subset

of those rules which govern morphology and syntax of a language. Syntax concerns the ques-

tion of how words can or cannot be combined, while morphology specifies the ways in which

words can be systematically modified through alterations and additions. Together syntax and

morphology help us to identify grammatical forms which serve to enhance and sharpen the

expression of meaning. We can imagine what language would look like without grammar: a

countless  number  of  words  without  inevitable  guidelines  how  they  can  be  modified  or

ordered. 

The following question: to teach or not to teach grammar, may seem to be crucial in

understanding the routes foreign language underwent during the last few centuries. In the past,

grammar has been central. It was taught in isolated, unrelated sentences that gave fragmented

and unrealistic picture of the language. Consequently it resulted in difficulties student had in

applying what they have learned in actual situations. Recent decades brought a very extreme

theory of no teaching grammar at all. They advocated the theory that grammar exercises are

pointless and it is perhaps better for learners to absorb grammar through communicative activ-
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ities. Experience, reason and balance of teachers tell us that judicious attention to grammar is

not only helpful but essential to learning process. Explicit or implicit knowledge of grammat-

ical rules is definitely necessary and should be seen as one of the means of acquiring mastery

of a language as a whole. All in all, we hang the language on a structure and grammar exists

in our brains. 

In the case of first language acquisition there is no necessity for conscious planning of

the language process- sooner or later the material is absorbed. By analogy, does it work in the

same way in second language acquisition? Behaviourists claim that it does not, as in second

language acquisition different factors occur and the first language interference takes place.

Child’s knowledge of the mother tongue is based on Universal Grammar- an innate set of lin-

guistic principles which control the form which a sentence of any natural language could take.

Taking into consideration exam taking, grammar, or use of English, as it is called, is a

component of exams and not providing students with a complete grounding may end up with

their failure. This is also the reason why a caring and responsible teacher should provide stu-

dents with all the tools that make them able to perform as successfully as possible. Nowadays,

language teaching is moving more and more towards practicality. ‘Mental gymnastics’ were

abandoned and grammar became contextualised. Teachers cannot forget that a language does

not consist of stiff structures, that is why ‘doing’ it interactively including emotional and cog-

nitive style is the most rewarding method of second language teaching. Many teaching meth-

ods combined together (eclecticism) expose us to lots of ideas that teachers can shift through

and adapt to their own situations and their students’ needs and preferences. After all, there

never was and never will be a method for all. 

Nowadays, students are exposed to contact with English language by means of modern

technologies and the Internet. They listen to music, read English articles or books, watch films

and chat in English with native and non-native speakers. It all helps to improve the commu-

nication and makes many situations to use grammar in context. It also favours to break the

fear that appears when initiating conversation. Their teachers role is not only to provide them

with rules but also to help to use the grammar in a proper standard of use. All in all, we want

our students to be communicative, but first of all their utterances should be accurate. 
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Communication is the key

By Agris Paipals, teacher at Targale Primary School, Latvia

No one could argue about the importance
of English language nowadays….. Why do we
have to study languages - to communicate!  But
however  the  teachers  stuck  with  problems for
some students who can’t do it in English. They
are  short  of  vocabulary,  they  have  problems
with  grammar  structures,  lack  of  self
confidence, and they are embarrassed and so on.
Of course, we wish every   student should be
goal  oriented,  motivated  to  acquire  the
language, see the aim for studies. The teacher is responsible about the result!  I have been
working  for  an  English  teacher  for  24  years  and have  some ideas  and solutions  how to
encourage the students to speak.            

 Why  some students are not  so good  to communicate  with  others… I could make a
point of  3 things:

a) students don’t know  about  the theme in their native language,
b) students can’t speak  about it in English,
c) students have psychological  problems to communicate.
Now, let’s try to do solve this problem. First , teacher must motivate, make  an interest

to  the  student   studying   language,  encourage  to  speak  with  the   classmates   simple
expressions and  phrases. Believe me – group and work in pairs sometimes work perfect, as
well as simple “ice- breakers” or playing games……  Of course, important is also increasing
the vocabulary, acquire new words and phrases. Only student need more time to think over
giving  the  right  answer  .Teacher  must  encourage  and  praise  the  students,  be  patient  and
understanding in this process. Students have to work themselves- teacher is only the guide
giving advice.

Nowadays  life  is  full  of  modern  technologies  and  sometimes  students  are  very
intelligent and smart, even often they are cleverer than adults. Very useful   is to choose the
theme related to the daily, average life, connected with other subjects. In nearest future the
competence education will be introduced in Latvia. It means the new programme, curriculum
for each grade will follow and it will be also challenge for the teachers as well……

I am very thankful to all the foreign colleagues for cooperation in our Project and hope
that we all are on the right way and achieve good results. 
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Küçükkuyu, seen through the eyes of memory 

             Gavriluță Gabriela, Science

teacher, Școala Profesională Holboca,

Romania

Küçükkuyu is a Turkish town on the shore of Edremit gulf of the Aegean sea. In this

town, a group of young and lively

teachers  from  a  local  secondary

school, welcomed us for a visit of

four  days  during  a  transnational

meeting of the Erasmus+ project

„Communication  Is  the  Key”.

Teachers  from  seven  partner

countries  participated  to  this

meeting,  exchanging  experience,

ideas  and  emotions  about  the

important subject of communication, that implies creativity and meaning, sustaining society.   

After  a  warm welcome we were  greeted  in  traditional  style  by students  who also

presented an artistic festivity of Turkish dancing and songs. Candan Kafali, the contact person

and the soul of the Turkish project team, presented to us a short history of the town, with

details about the development of Canakkale region, as well as the Turkish education system.  

I was impressed by the interest of the Turkish government to develop education, by

giving 12% of their national budget to this area. I was also impressed by the equipment in the

school  and  the  modern  technology  (electronic  boards,  laboratories,  library,  working  on

tablets) and the interest for an

efficient  curriculum,  oriented

on  practical  activities.  The

community  was  also  involved

in education. 

We, the teachers present

at the meeting, discussed many
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aspects of project  implementation,  evaluating the first  year of the project, the impact  and

dissemination  plans,  ways  of  promoting  the  project  and other  ideas  for  the  next  year  of

implementation,  so  that  the  project  could  reach  its  objective.  There  were  unforgettable

experiences with warm, friendly and generous people, belonging to another culture, but who

shared their views about education with us, finding common ground within the project. 

This  project  offered  me  the  opportunity  of  knowing  other  education  systems  and

finding personal development, improving my English skills. 

On Saturday, in an atmosphere of friendship, being a bit nostalgic, but promising to

maintain  connections,  the  groups of  teachers  were accompanied  at  the  airport.  We shook

hands and left with beautiful memories in our minds.  

My impressions about the mobility in Spain

by Istrate Valerica, teacher of Technology Education,
Scoala Profesionala Holboca

This was my second participation to an Erasmus+ mobility, as a teacher accompanying
students. Taking part in the mobility in Spain, within the project “Communication Is the Key”
was a completely new experience for me, starting from the way we were welcomed by the
project  team of  the  host  country,  to  the  numerous  and  interesting  activities,  such  as  the
workshop with flower bouquets from the greenhouse, where the students learned from and
interacted with persons with disabilities and I could see on their faces the happiness of being
there. The practical workshops that involved students from all the partner countries from the
project enriched my experience about extracurricular activities.

I came home with a better professional experience and I'm trying the best I can to
improve my activities with the students. For that I am grateful to the Erasmus+ project and the
European Union for offering us such unique opportunities! 
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Communication Is Key

by Esther Tomás, Spanish teacher

Communication is the action and the result of communicating. It
is a necessary action and involves putting in common with another,
ideas, thoughts, information or doubts through different channels and
with a shared code called language. The human language is put into
practice  through a  language  that  we learn  in  society.  This  process
helps  us  to  know  thoroughly  the  world  around  us  and  share  the
experiences of the human being with others.

Communication  is  key  in  our  lives,  without  it  we  could  not
express  our  emotions  or  enjoy  shared  moments  during  the
development  of  our  lives.  Communication  is  so  important  in
contemporary society that the current world could not be understood
without it.
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STUDENTS IMPRESSIONS FROM MOBILITIES

My Experience with Erasmus+ in Spain

On the first day ( 30. 09. 18r. ) at 2 a.m. so very early I had to get up ! I did not want to, 
but when I thought about what I was doing, I quickly got out of bed. I dressed, ate a small 

breakfast and went to 
school. Then I went to the 
airport. We arrived in 
Spain at 1 pm.

I  lived  with  Laura
Pineyro  Prat.  She  is  very
funny  and  nice.  Laura  is
13  years  old.  so  she's
older than me, but we got
along  very  well.  I  loved
Laura’s  cat  –  Mia,  she  is

very beautiful, and crazy, funny cat!
At  school,  I  met  a  girl,  from

Erasmus project  as  well.  She was
very nice  and  most  of  the  time  I
spent  with  her.  Her  name  is
Miracle. Bruna was one of the most
nice  mates  and  my  cousin  lived
with her. Besides of the classes at
school,  one  day  with  the  entire
Erasmus  group,  we  visited  the
stadium in Barcelona. The stadium
is  very,  very  big  and  famous  all
over the world!!!

Every day abroad was full of
experiences.  I  got  to  know  the
culture, I thought it looked different! I have tasted various dishes.

This trip taught me a lot of things. I met there a lot of cool people, I miss some of
them today.

I would be happy to participate in such an adventure again.
So now I’m waiting to host someone from Erasmus +.

Natalia Kowalska, Poland
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Communication in Spain

In  October  me  and  my  friends  were  on  Erasmus+  project
"Communication Is the Key" in Spain. We lived in Santpedor, a small town in
Catalonia. I met a lot of people from other countries. For me the best place
we visited was Barcelona. It's a very beautiful city. We were in FCB stadium,
(it's so big!) in Sagrada Familia, in a shopping centre and on a walk by the
city.

But  the  most  important  thing  was  talking  with  students.  I  lived  in
 Sonia's Family. She showed me Santpedor. I have the best memories from
this trip. I want to see all of these people in Poland!!!

Aleksandra Witek,  Poland
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A Beautiful Week in Catalonia

In October me, my three friends and two teachers went to Spain. We spent one
beautiful  week in  Santpedor,  which I  will  rememper forever.  On Sunday we met  our
amazing Catalonian hosts. I stayed with Bruna, in her family's house. They were very
nice to me and I liked them very much. That day for the first time I had the opportunity

to talk to Bruna in person, which I could not
wait for!

We went to the city's festival that day in
the afternoon. I noticed then that Santpedor is
a  beautiful  old  city.  I  met  many  interesting
people  there,  including  other  project
participants  with  their  Spanish  friends.  We
were talking in English. It wasn't as hard as I
thought! That day was full of excitiment and
joy. 

During  the  week  we  had  activities  in
school. We played different games, had fun and met other students from this school. One
day a circus came to us. We could feel like circus performers and, for example, walk on a
rope! This day was full of laughter and fun.

We also went  on a  trip  to  Barcelona.  I  was  very  excited because  I  had always
wanted to visit this city! We went sightsing and I spent a very nice time with my Erasmus
friends.

In my opinion the best things were meetings with people from Erasmus+ and their
Catalonian  hosts.  They
were  amazing!  I  became
very attached to them. We
did  picnics  and  we  spent
time  together.  I'd  really
want  to  see  again  people
who I met there. I hope that
someday I will do this!

We  were  eating  local
food.  It  was  different  than
in my country but I liked it. On Friday we had a dinner with all people from Erasmus and
all the host families.

I liked very much Bruna, in whose house I lived. She is an amazing and very caring
person. We spent together unforgetable moments. I miss her and all the people from
Erasmus+ very much!

In that week I got to know cultures from other countries - Turkey, Spain, Portugal,
Bulgaria, Latvia and Romania. I learnt that we are all similar. We like the same things,
read the same books and listen to the same music. I was really sad when it was finally the
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time to come back. That week was beautiful and If I could I would like to experience it
again.

Paulina Borys, Poland

Interesting and Unforgettable Week

I  enjoyed  the  Erasmus+  project  in  Spain,  because  I  met  teens  of  my  age  from
different countries like Bulgaria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Turkey, and Spain.

The most exciting event was a trip to Barcelona where we visited several places
like,  Camp nou that is  the famous football  stadium of Barcelona,  we passed also the
Cathedral of Sagrada Familia that is under construction very long time and it is planned
to be finished only in 2025.

One day we made a walking trip in Sanpedor surroundings and visited the Ampans
institution that is a place where disabled persons and people with special needs live,
study and work. It was interesting to see how these people can learn some skills and
work  in  their  gardening  store.  They  organized  different  workshops  for  Erasmus+
students where we could participate.

The  day  we  had  activities  at
Sanpedor  school  was  exciting
because I found out that the school
is very different from mine. To my
surprise  they  don’t  use  normal
books,  but  only  digital  ones,  and
children work with their laptops in
the lessons.

At school we joined activities
dedicated  to  different
communication  means,  for
example,  photo  contest,  emotions
in  communication,  and  also
communication  without  words,
when  a  magician  came  to

demonstrate his skills and gave us a chance to try out some the tricks.
We enjoyed going to Manresa that is called a Heart of Catalonia. We had a very good

time there.
I am sure you have to appreciate everything you get because you never know when

will be the next time you come to the same place again.

All the week was intensive, interesting and unforgettable, that’s why we all cried in 
the end of the week.

Kristers Pirjajevs, Latvia
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A Memorable Erasmus Experience

It’s  funny how the life plays with you,  because when my other classmates were
chosen to go to Bulgaria I thought to myself: “I really would like to join this project, but …
never mind, forget it...”. Just few weeks later the principal asked me if I would like to go to
Spain.

I was very excited all the time that made me forgetful sometimes, and I was afraid
that I could forget something important.

My experience in Spain was full of emotions with some breathtaking moments, fun
and also a lot of tears on the last day when we said goodbye to each other. I got to know a
lot of different people.

We did many creative activities at school, for example, photo competition, which
was fun, and prepared also diary of the week. One day a magician came to the school to

show his tricks and teach us or we could at least
try some tricks ourselves.

I  have  enjoyed  things  with  my  eyes,  my
hands and also by taste. I am amazed how milk
products  in  Spain  are  different  from  ours.
Though I missed some products from home like
sauer-cream,  but  I  loved  Spanish  fresh-made
bread. I’ve heard a myth that more you go to the
southern countries, the more spicy food there is,
but in Spain the food wasn’t much spicy.

I lived in a family of a nice girl, Júlia. She has
the  very  best  family!  They  showed  me  many
different  places,  for  example,  Montserrat
Mountains and Monastery, that was amazing and
very impressive. There was a swimming pool in
Júlia’s house,  where I jumped in every evening.
Júlia's family will always take a special place in

my heart. 
When you may feel  you know quite a  lot  of  English  and can manage well,  that

appeared harder than I thought before I got the chance to try it in a real situation. Our
communication seemed to be very interesting. At first I stumbled and I couldn’t talk, but
after  we talked about everything.  I’ve learned also a  couple of  words in  the  Catalan
language, and the phrase ‘t'estimo’ is the most memorable, that means – ‘I love you’.

This experience in Spain was very useful and unforgettable.

Ketija Kazoka, Latvia
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Erasmus+ in Santpedor

Going  to  Spain  or
even  going  to  abroad  did
not  cross  my  mind  not
until  a  few  months  ago.
These  things  were  always
in  my dreams.  I  was  very
happy when I heard that I
was  going  to  Spain
because  I  was  going  to
visit  different  places  and
have lots of friends. It was

a very different experience for me. It was very nice. It was also great to get on a plane.
On the first day we met our families and friends. Elia and her family are very sweet

people. I loved them very much. We spent more time on Monday with our friends. We did
an activity about communication.

On Tuesday, we visited Barcelona.
We  went  to  La  Sagrada  Familia  and
Barcelona Stadium.  We wandered the
streets. We took a lot of photos.

On  Wednesday  we  went  to  a
school  where  people  with  handicap
had a job. In the school a presentation
was made to us. Then we were divided
into two groups.  We went to a flower
garden  where  only  handicap  people
work. We made a flower bouquet with
my friend in  the  flower garden.  Then

we meet with the other group and went to Parc de l'Agulla. We spent some time at the
park and we did a group
discussion  about
handicap peoples.  Then
we  returned  to  our
homes. 

We  went  to  our
school on Thursday and
made a notebook there,
we played games.

We went to school
again on Friday. We conducted sport activities and a survey about communication with
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the  Kahoot  program.  We  pasted  a  sentence  about  communication  in  each  country's
native language on the stairs. A lot of people were crying because we were going to leave
and I also cried. We spent the whole day together with our friends.

On Saturday we said goodbye to our family and friends and then took the road to
Barcelona to go back to Turkey. Thanks to Erasmus, I understood that friendship is more
important than anything. I cried when I missed my family there but when I was with my
friends I felt safe and in peace. None of us have the same language or religion, but this
was not an obstacle for us. I thought I could never express myself, but it wasn't hard. My
friends  understood  me or  tried  to  understand.  I  hadn't  made  friends  from Erasmus
before. I met a lot of nice people, from teachers to parents. Well, I've been to Spain and
I've made many good friends. I love my friends so I hope they love me. I'm gonna miss
my friends…

Neslihan Eegün/Turkey

Unforgettable week in Santpedor

I was so excited and little nervous before I went to Spain. Then when I met my host
family and my friend Miracle I felt very comfortable. I liked them so much. We did many

activities during the five
days  in  the  school.  We
went  to  school  on
Monday and met friends
from other countries. We
did  an  activity  about
communication  and
visited the classrooms in
the school.

The second day we
went  to  Barcelona  city

center. Barcelona is a magnificent city for me. On Wednesday we visited a school that
enabled people with handicap to have a job.
We visited a garden in the school and they
taught us how to make a beautiful bunch of
flowers.

On Thursday we played a lot of games in
the  school  yard.  Then  we  went  to  the
Santpedor Radio with Miracle and teachers.
This  was  a  different  experience  for  me
because I visited a radio studio for the first
time.
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I was very upset like all my friends on Friday because it was time to leave. It was
the best week of my life. I will never forget this week in Santpedor for the rest of my life.
Thank you to all my teachers who provided us this opportunity by applying the Erasmus
+ project.

Gülseren Şahan/Turkey

My Best Week

My travelling started by bus from Varna to Sofia and then by airplane to
Barcelona.It was my first time flying the plane. From Barcelona we went to
Santpedor the town where i  lived my best week. My friends Denitsa and
Nadya, my English teacher Mrs. Mihailova and headmistress of my school
Mrs. Zahos travelled with me.I lived in my friend Adrian`s house. He also
lived at home when we were hosting the project. I was interested to meet
his family. All of them were very friendly.

The first day we learned and sang
our project song,after that the Spanish
children  made  a  tour  around  their
school.  It  was  a  very big  (bigger  than
ours) and their yard was not small.

The best time started was when we
went to Barcelona. It was the Best city i
had ever seen. We went in the museum
of Barcelona Team and

to the stadium. The stadium is very very big.
Other favourite thing is going to Sagrada Familia- the

biggest cathedral in Barcelona. All the time I was talking to
my  new  friends  and  it  turned  out  it  wasn`t  difficult  to
communicate.

We played with a circus artist ( also the first time in my
life). In other time we had a lot of activities and did a lot of
things. In one of the lessons we made a memory notebook-
with some photos with my new friends.
Now I realize how happy I am that I have been chosen by my teacher in this 
mobility. Thanks to Erasmus + I spent a week I will never forget. 
I love Catalunia!

Peter Todorov 6th grade
Yordan Yovkov Primary School

Varna, Bulgaria
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The week I won't forget

Hi! My name is Denitsa Popova. I am a student in 6th grade in Yordan
Yovkov  Primary  School  ,Varna,  Bulgaria.  This  month  I  participated  in

Erasmus+  project.  I  was  in  the
beautiful  town  of  Santpedor,  Spain.
Even  when  we  left  the  airport
everything  was  more  than  magical...
big  palms  and  buildings...  clean
streets.  In  front of  the airport,  there
was a taxi which brought us to hotel
"Ramon"  in  Santpedor.  In  hotel

"Ramon" our host families waited for us. The family which hosted me, was
very kind. Every day we had different
activities.  I  love all  days,  but  maybe
my favourite day is when we walked
around Catalonia. We saw the famous
stadium  of  Barcelona  which  I  will
never  forget.  The  stadium was  very
big,  beautiful  and  clear.  The  feeling
when we touched the life of some of
the most popular football players in the world was more than amazing.

Everyone, who I met there was very kind. Everyone was in one team
and everyone loved everyone. The moment when I had to say "Goodbye!" to
these people and to this world, was one of the sadest moments in my life! I
will never forget this magical week!

Thank you for everything my dear friends!
Thank you Erasmus+!

Denitsa Popova, Bulgaria
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Communication Is the Key in Spain

Hello! My name is Nadezhda Milkova. I am from Varna, Bulgaria. I was
chosen  to  go  to  Santpedor,  Catalonia,  during  our  Erasmus  +  school
project ,,Communication is the key”. It was my first trip abroad without my
parents. I liked Santpedor very much because I saw many interesting things
there. I loved Catalonian people-they are very warm hearted and friendly.

I have made too many friends there :
Nuria, Julia, Adrian, Alex , Caterina , Jana,
Sonia,  Tomas.  Catalonian  school  was
much  more  different  than  ours.  My
teachers, my host family I went to a park
near the town. There we had a great time-
we  talked  and  laughed  all  the  time.  We
also  went  to  Manresa  and  Barcelona
where I  bought  some nice  souvenirs  for
my family and friends. In Barcelona I saw
the best stadium I have ever seen-Camp
Nou. It is gorgeous.

    Sagrada Familia is also the place I
won`t forget.

Now I know that I have friends even
so far away from Bulgaria!

So  much  happiness!  So  many
memories!

Nadezhda Milkova, Bulgaria
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A Visit in Spain

Hi,  my name is Ababei Andreea Denisa, I  am a student in 8th grade
from Romania, near the city Iasi. I am thirteen
years old.

On  the  first  day  when  we  arrived  in
Santpedor I met the entire family who hosted
me.

The  next  day  I  visited  the  school  and
participated  to  activities  with  the  other
children  from the Erasmus project.  Then we
went  to  Ampans,  an  association  that  helped
persons  with  a  handicap  to  integrate  in
society.  They  had  a  greenhouse  with  many
flowers and food for animals. There was a very
nice girl  who taught us  how to make flower
bouquets, it was great fun.

The following day we
did  sports  activities  and
many  games  with  many
objects.  On  Friday  we
made  frames  for
photographs  and  in  the
evening I went to Manresa
with the host family, to see
a  festival  and  then  we

went to a concert, it was an unforgettable day.
On Saturday we went to Barcelona

with  the  teachers.  I  with  Dragos  and
the  teacher  Chrys,  we  went  on  the
Ferrys wheel  and then  we visited  the
Sagrada  Familia  cathedral  which  has
been  under  construction  for  many
years, it was very beautiful.

I will never forget that week.

Denisa Ababei, Romania
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Communication Is the Key - Mobility

Hello! My name is Cristian, I`m from Iași, Romania and I`m fourteen years old! I
went on a school exchange program made possible by Erasmus+, in October. I went to
Spain, to a school in Santpedor, that was the most beautiful school I`ve ever been to! It
was so big and so well equipped, they had projectors in every classroom, that's a rarity in
my school!

The kids were so welcoming and nice! I
took two days to accommodate and befriend
them, because I`m not that kind of kid that
makes  friends  fast.  The  family  I  stayed  at
was very nice and welcoming! Their names
were:  Xavi(dad),  Montse(mom),  Marc  and
Julia. Xavi was an amateur photographer, so I
had a lot  to talk with him, because I`m an
amateur photographer too.

On Wednesday we went to a foundation
for  handicapped  people  named  AMPANS,

then went to a park where we did some relaxing activities and then we, the kids, went to
Manresa to see the city and serve an ice-cream and a bit of chit-chat. Thursday we did a
workshop on emotions,  we went to an auditorium and played some games based on
emotions.

We then did some outdoor activities
on the playground. After we got home, I
went  with  the  family  I  stayed  at  to
Montserrat  for  a  hike  around  the
mountain, I  can tell you, that`s the most
beautiful mountain I`ve ever seen!

On Friday we decorated the school`s
stairs  with  some  saying  from  our
countries  and  then  went  to  visit
Santpedor`s  city  hall,  where we met  the
major. We then got back to the school and
did some activities that included playing a
game on our phones, named Kahoot. After all the activities we`re done we went to a park
and talked, played and laughed for the last time, before we would leave.  We went on
Saturday to visit Barcelona with our teachers, we went to the beach, and then we visited
La Sagrada Familia.

On Sunday, at 11 o`clock we took off from Barcelona and landed at 14 o`clock in
Iași, Romania.

Cristian Adam, Romania
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Erasmus+ in Spain

When  we  arrived  in  Barcelona,  it  was  beautiful:  tall  palm  trees,  beautiful
landscapes, everything. We took a taxi and it left us at Hotel Ramon. There were our
partners who would host us one week. We also met a teacher called Carme and she was

verry  happy  to  see  us.  My  partener’s name  was
Marc and he also was happy to see me,  we met
other kids. When we arrived at Marc’s there was
his family, and we had dinner.
The next day we went to school and saw a short
movie called “The butterfly circus” it was about a
circus who finds a limbless man who can’t move, at
the end that man becomes a celebrity. We went to
an  association  called  “Ampans”.  It  was  about
people with handicap and help them to have a job,
to be someone.  We went separate groups,  one it
was the school and the second one was the garden
shop. I was going to the garden. 

We arrived at the garden and it was
beautiful,  me  and  my  theacher  were
smelling candles. We went to big table and
was a woman called Rosa, a botanist. She
taught  us  how  to  make  a  beautifull
bouquet and to look stunning.

Once  we  finished  the  activity  we
went to a park and talked about what was
our  experience  about  this  activity.  When
the activity  ended we went home,  eating
and went to Manresa.

The next day we did activity at the playground and a guy showed us how to play
with juggling balls, hula hoop and Diablo (i don’t know how is it called ). The next day it
was a little hard because we had to say goodbye to the students from other countries. We
did an activity playing a game called Kahoot and it was fun.

I will allways remember everything from Spain and I’m still talking with them on
social media .

Dragos Copacianu, Romania
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Some thoughts after the Meeting in Santpedor
 from the students directly involved in the project

Víctor: I think it is a good experience to meet people.
Adrián : I think that all the week was a very, very funny experience! The activities were very
good!
Núria: I love that week because I met a lot of friends and it was a very big experience.
 Júlia: I think that is a good experience because you meet different people from around the
world
Oriol: The Erasmus experience is very beautiful, 7 countries together is the great experience.
Noelia: Erasmus is an interesting experience, you can travel to many places where you have
never been yet. You have a lot of funny activities, and you are going to go to interesting places
of this country.
Berta : I think that was a very nice experience, because we can meet new people, and take
new friends,and can we try to speak more languages. 
Eloi : It was pretty fun first we sing and then we played games!
Noemí: It was fun and  I practiced English.
Mireia : I think that there was a big experience for them and, me I met sometimes with them
and like a lot to do this. 
Mariona:   I  think those who do not  host  also have learned very much because  they are
awesome I have become very upset when they left.
Ferran : I think that is a very good experience, because we can meet new people and we can
know the life of the people of the others countries.
Laura :The project Erasmus+ in Santpedor it was a very funny experience and the activities
were incredible. I want to repeat this experience.
Antònia : - I think it was a fantastic experience because I learned a lot of English talking with
them.
Marc : I’ve had a lot of fun and it was a very refreshing experience.
Alexandra : -I think that there was a big experience and perfect for talk with other people
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from another countries
Adrià  : I think that there was a big experience and you can know the culture of the other
countries.
Guillem: I think that it is an amazing experience because we learned a lot of English talking
with Erasmus.
 Arnau : I think there is a big experience because you learn English and you are with persons
from other countries.
Sara : I think it was a very rewarding experience, many of us were able to learn English and
meet  people from other countries.  I  talked to some people,  and it  was definitely fun and
interesting.

Nil . I like the think that we host very well the
people  of  other  countries  and we had fun.   I
regret not having hosted anyone.
Sònia Carrasco: That week was one of the best
of  my  life.  It’s  a  very  beautiful  and  exciting
experience. I practiced a lot of English and we
did great activities.  I met a lot of magnificent
people  from different  countries  and I  spent  a
good time with them. I like would to repeat this
incredible week!
Arnau Cruz:  It  was  a  very  good  experience
because  we  make  activities  and  meet  new
people and make new friends and that’s good!
Marc  Espinal:  I  think  that  it’s  a  very  good
experience  because  make  friends  of  others
countries is very nice, and speaking with them
you practice a lot of English.
Mercè Fabrés: That week I made many friends
from the other countries and the activities they
were very funny and interesting. I learn more
English that I know. That week was incredible! 
Gerard Garcia: This week was amazing, there
were  people  from  Poland,  Portugal,  Latvia,
etc…
We  went  to  el  Camp  Nou,  Maremagnum,  a
circus, we sing a song, we went form Santpedor
and more  things.  I  laugh a  lot  with  the  boys
from Portugal. ;)

Nerea Lopez: I liked the circus activity, because I could try doing things they do in the circus.
For example: juggling.
 Bruna Rojo: It was a amazing experience, we met a lot of new people and we do a lot of
activities ! that week was incredible! It's a very good opportunity.
Ivette Sánchez: This week the different activities we did were very entertaining. I met people
of other countries and it was very interesting.    
 Eduard Santasusana: That week I loved it so much. It was super especially for all of the
classmates because we met people of all over the world and did activities all together.
Quirze: It was very good because we meet a lot of people from the other countries and talk in
English with them, we do a lot of activities like circus or visit the FCB stadium, it was a great
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experience.
 Èric Via:  This week I had a great time for this week of Erasmus. I really liked the activity of
the circus because it was an activity I had never done. I think it's a good activity to become
friends. 

Adan:  I think that we did many things
Erasmus people, but the only things that
we do with they were happy. 
Salma:  I  had  a  lot  of  fun  with  the
Erasmus  people,  you  can  meet  new
people  and  a  lot  of  differents  cultures
around  the  European  Union.  I  would
like to repeat that week. 
Víctor: I  think  it’s  a  good  experience
because  you  have  the  opportunity  to
meet new people 
and new cultures of the countries of the
European Union.
Júlia:  I  enjoyed  a  lot  the  week  with

Erasmus people,  they were very funny and we learnt lots of things about their  cultures. I
would repeat that week again!
Lluís: With the Erasmus children we had a lot of fun and we laughed a lot
Abel: I think that we didn’t many things with Erasmus people, but the only things that we do
with they were good. 
 Carla: I think we did a lot of activities with the Erasmus people, one day we went to the
playground 
Pau: I think it’s a good idea to meet a lot of people and discover other cultures.
Guillem: I enjoy with the activities and I speak more English.
Núria: I think than we have a lot of fun with the Erasmus people. We all made new friends
and we learned new things.
Adriana: I think that is a good
idea  because  we  must  speak
English.  This  week  I  had  fun
doing  the  activities  with  the
others  persons  of  differents
countries.
Marc Vall: It’s a perfect week
to  practice  English  and  talk
with people of other countries. 
Miracle  Vila:  It  was  an
amazing  experience  that  I
enjoyed  a  lot.  The  activities
were very nice and very funny.
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